MyoGrad offers young scientists and physicians to attend the Summer School for Myology Paris-Berlin. The course spans topics ranging from basic muscle sciences to clinical myology. Two teaching modules, one in Berlin and one in Paris, comprise more than 60 lectures held by world-leading scientists and clinicians who can provide expert knowledge on this highly specialized subject.

**Part I is the Berlin Summer School for Myology**, a five-day course taking place from June 13 – 17, 2011 at the Max-Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine in Berlin. More than 30 teaching units will cover the whole field of basic muscle research, from muscle development to the design of novel therapies for neuromuscular disorders.

**Part II is the Parisian Summer School for Myology**, a ten-day course scheduled in Paris from June 20 – 28, 2011. All aspects of Myology are addressed during the course: From the diagnosis of neuromuscular disorders, their pathophysiological basis, their molecular genetics to cutting-edge therapeutics.

For further information and application procedure, please visit [www.charite-buch.de/myograd/](http://www.charite-buch.de/myograd/) or [www.institut-myologie.org](http://www.institut-myologie.org)